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ALDRIN (Group 3)
A. Evidence for carcinogenicity to humans (inadequate)
Specifie mention of aldrin in analytical epidemiological studies is limited to reports of
follow-up of two cohorts of men employed in its manufacture in plants where dieldrin (see
p. 196) and endrin (and, in one, telodrin) were also manufacturedl-4. ln the most recent
report of the first of these cohorts3, 232 of 233 exposed workers were successfully followed
from four to 29 (mean, 24) years, with duration of exposure to pesticides varying between
four and 27 (mean, Il) years. There were nine deaths from cancer with 12 expected

(standardized mortality ratio (SMR), 75; 95% confidence interval, 25-125). ln the second
cohort4, 90% of 1155 men were followed for 13 years or more. Mortality from aIl cancers was
not increased (SMR, 82; 56-116), although there were apparent increases in mortality from

cancers of the oesophagus, rectum and liver, based on very small numbers.
B. Evidence for carcinogenicity to animais (limited)
Aldrin was tested for carcinogenicity by the oral route in miee and rats. ln mice, it

produced malIgnant liver neoplasmsl,5. ln rats, the incidence of thyroid tumours was
increased in exposed animaIs in one study5, but this could not be clearly associated with
treatment; three other studies in rats gave negative resultsl,6 and one was inadequatel.

C. Other relevant data
No data were available on the genetic and related effects of aldrin in humans. It did not
induce dominant lethal mutations in mice. ln single studies, it induced chromosomal
rats and mice, but no fficronuclei in bone-marrow cells
of mice treated in vivo. It induced chromosomal aberrations in cultured human lymphoIls in vitro were inconclusive. Aldrin
inhibited intercellular communication in both human and rodent cell systems. It did not
induce sex-lInked recessive lethal mutations in Drosophila but was mutagenic to yeast. It

aberrations in bone-marrow cells of

cytes; studies of DNA damage in human and rodent ce

was not mutage

nie to bacteria and did not induce breakage of plasmid DNA7.
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ALUMINIUM PRODUeTION (Group 1)
A. Evidence for carcinogenicity to humans (suffcient)
The lung has been the most common site identified for which there is an excess cancer
risk in populations of aluminium production workers. Overall, early studies showed a
borderline excess in relative risk, with some studies showing a doubling of risk and some
showing no excess. Smoking histories were not given in any ofthese studies. ln one study in
which populations in the industry were compared on the basis of their exposures to pitch
volaties, there was a relationship between incidence of lung cancer and length of exposure,
and there was a significant excess of cancer among workers who had worked for 21 years or
more'.

me aluminium-producing area, an increased risk of bladder
cancer was associated with work in aluminium production in plants where primarily the
Söderberg process was used. ln one study in which smoking was controlled for, while there
ln three studies in the sa

was a borderline excess in risk for nonsmokers, the risk for smokers was markedly
increased' .
Excess mortality from lymphosarcomaj reticulosarcoma was noted in two cohort

studies, which covered partially the same population'.
Statistically significant excess risks for pancreatic cancer and for leukaemia were noted
as isolated findings in two studies and in one study, respectively'.

Some of these studies have been updated. ln Canada, the mortality of a large group of

men employed in aluminium production using the Söderberg process was examined
between 1950 and 1977, and compared with the pertinent rates for the Province of Quebec.
W orkers 'ever' exposed to condensed pitch volatiles ('tar') exhibited significantly increased

mortality from all cancers (304 observed, 246.6 expected), and from oesophageal and
stomach cancer (50 observed, 32.8 expected), lung cancer

(101 observed, 70.7 expected) and

other malignancies (60 observed, 45.3 expected). Analysis of lung cancer mortality by

increasing years of exposure, tar-years of exposure and years since first exposure to tar
revealed a steady, statistically significant, increasing trend. No similarly c1ear-cut pattern
was noted for cancers of the oesophagus or stomach. Deaths from cancer of the urinary
organs (20 observed, 13.7 expected) and bladder (12 observed, 7.5 expected) were more
numerous than expected, but not significantly so. N onetheless, when mortality from cancer
at each of these sites was analysed according to tar-years of exposure, significantly

increasing trends were noted. Among workers 'never' exposed to tar, mortality was not
elevated above expectancy for any cancer site2.

